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Contrasting Patterns ~of Industrial Relations in Britain 

Mick Marchington* 

Given that Mrs Thatcher is no longer Prime Minister., now seems an appropriate time 
,ro try and provide ,an ass,essment of where industrial relations currenzly stands in Britain, and 
what has been the impact of Thatcherism on the system. This exercise has a certain 
intellectual as well as practical appeal given the grand claims which have been made about 
the extent of change in the UK s,ince 1979. It is .true to say that there has be,en considerable 
change to the national institutions and the legal framework for industr,ial relations in Great 
Britain. But, at the same time, there are also doubts as to whether this has been reflected 
in concrete industrial relations practices at ,the workplace. Interesting as this debate is 
however~ it is argued he11e that it is misleading because a whole series of assumptions are 
made about the character of British industrial relations, both in 1979 and ,in 1991, which are 
not applicable across rhe economy as a whole. A much mor~e useful ,approach is to focus on 
rhe va~iery which exists in British industrial T:elations, and to outline in a s,eries of patterns 
of industrial relations ~ather than trying to describe a universal all embracing picture. 

The British context 

There are a number of factors which have provided a backcloth to 'the system of 
industtial relations in Britain over the course of the last decade. Here, we will focus on six 
of these. Firs~ although there are differences between sectors, most analysts ,are agreed that 
employers have faced an increasingly competitive product market environment since the late 
1970s. Some of this has been stimulated by the penetration of Japanese firms into Britain, 
but it has also been affected by deregulation and ~comme~cialisation within the public sector 
as well. The emphasis on customers and competitors is now much more explicit than it was 
a decade ago. 

Second, there have been major shifts in the structure of employment since the 1970s. 
The number of people employed in manufacturing and the public sector has declined 
considerably over this period, and now ~each of these counts £or less than 25% of the 
workforce in the country. In contrast the private service sector now counts for 50% of all 
employment. Connected with these sectoral changes are also adjustments in the patterns of 
employment with a growth in the number of people employed on pan-rime and temporary 
conttacts. 

Thini, the number of employees who are members of bade unions has declined since 
the late 1970s when it reached .a peak of over 13 mi1lion. This has now fallen to less than 
nine million and the density of unionisation has gone down to below 40% from a height of 
55%. In addition, the size of the non Trades Union Congress affiliate sector has also 
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increased, partly due to the expulsion of the Electricians' Union, but also due to the growth 
of other employee organisations. There are also suggestions that the character of workplace 
trade union organisation has changed as well, especially within manufacturing as shop 
stewards and employees have learnt to cope with the changed economic circumstances in 
which their firms compete. 

Fourth, three successive Conservative governments have developed a free market 
approach to the economy and have attempted to remove restrictions on employers in the 
labour market. This has been promoted alongside a spirit of enterprise and individualism, as 
well as support for employers who choose to adopt policies which suit their own contextual 
conditions. The legislation against trade unions has also intensified during the 1980s, and 
now the closed-shop is unlawful in Britain, as are many forn1s of industrial action and 
picketing. At the same time, the British Government is under pressure from the rest of the 
European Community to harmonise certain social aspects of work and employment across all 
of the member states. 

The flfth contextual factor which has affected industrial relations in Britain over the 
decade is concerned with technological change. The introduction of new technology has been 
apparent in most industries, ranging from chemicals with increasingly computerised and 
automated equipment through to retail stores which now engage in EPOS, laser scanning, and 
computerised warehouse operations. 

Finally, there have been changes to organisation structure and culture which have had 
an impact on the nature of industrial relations at work. There bas been an increasing 
devolution in the structure of management decision making with a greater emphasis on profit 
centres and individual establishments. At the same time, there have been moves by some 
employers to introduce what are commonly re£etted to as "HRM practices" - such as 
perfotntance appraisal, sophisticated selection p~oced~es, perfotmance related pay, and 
employee involvement techniques. This is probably best ~exemplified by the statement that 
"people are the company's most important resource". 

Chan,ge in industrial relations'? 

We have already seen how the national framework within which industrial relations 
is conducted has changed significantly during the 1980s, but it cannot be assumed from this 
that there have also been changes to patterns of industrial relations at work. There has been 
considerable debate about this in Britain over the last few years. At one extreme is the view 
taken by Metcalf (1989) who argues tha4 amongst other things, people are working harder 
and labour productivity has increased faster during the 1980s than in pfevious periods. He 
suggests (p.2) that "Thatcherism appears to hav~e worked" and that industrial relations refotm 
has played a sizeable part in improv,ements to the British economy. This ~evaluation has also 
found some support from other writers and some politicians; and a long list of changes/new 
initiatives have been catalogued as evidence of a "new industrial relations"'. For example, the 
following have been noted: functional and numerical flexibility, direct employee involv,ement 
and communications, perfotmance-related pay, non-union workplaces, single union deals and 
single-table bargaining, and a spirit of "new realism" amongst trade union leaders and shop 
st~ewards. 

At the other extreme is the view of people such as Macinnes (1987) and Pollert (1988) 
who have argued that there has been much less evidence of adjustment to the practice of 
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relations. In particular, they question the extent of chanp in the mea of 
ftexibility, and an Advisory · ·on and Arbittation Service (ACAS) survey of 1988 

that many 11101e bad seen no cbanp to wmk cqanisaticm tb•n bad 
IUbject to adjull•trents. In between these views, them ue a au!J!l& of authols who 
111gest there bave been el ts of both continuity and change in the atrueh"e of British 
twtuauial telations. For ex••nple, Batstone (1984), Millward and Stevens (1986), and 
(1986) have all argued that whilst the institutions of collecdve bargaining and 
haw for the most part remained intact, there have been other developn'CIIts as well which 
have heralded new ideas and new initiatives; for exan1ple in the areas of employee 
involvea•at, as well as in the subject matter which is covered by collective 

What is interesting is wby these different views have enaerged, and it seeans that at 
least thace separate suggestions have been put fotward in the literatme. Pint, diffment 
autbon may well have been focusing on different issues and this has led them to cone up 
with alternative evaluations about the extent of change. So, for exantple, Metcalf hu focused 
opon unions and productivity, whilst Pollett has concenbated on flexibility and Macinnes hu 
looked at flexibility and employee involvement Arguably, thme may be 1001e diffemlce 
between the policy rhetoric when employm s are talking about flexibility and employee 
involvcanent than if there are discussions about productivity. It is often easy for senior 
manage1s to assume that employee involvement is rather IDOie widespmad in the workplace 
than it actually is because of foi•naJ institutions which have been established at national level . 

The second reason for differences in views could be that srudents have focused on 
diffe~ent industries or different workplaces, and because of this have reached different 
conclusions about the extent of change in industrial relations. Some companies have becon-c 
well known for their attempts to change employnent relationships within their places of work 
(for example British Ah ways), and individuals who investigate people-managen1a1t there may 
conae up with different conclusions nom students who have examined patterns of indusbial 
relations in ce~ta;n parts of the engineering industty or public sector. This point has been 
intimated by Tetiy (1986) in his review of shop steward organisation. 

The third explanation is that different evaluations are due, at least in part, to different 
research ancthods which have been e•nployed by investigatOis (see M011is and Wood, 1991). 
These autho1s have conducted case study work in some of the sauae organisations which were 
the subject of survey research by a different team, and they conclude that sonae of the 
divergence in results can be accounted for by the difference in resei!Ch insbunaents and 
reliance in the survey on a single general question rather than an open-ended exploration of 
ideas in the interviews. They feel, quite rightly, that industrial relations specialists are able 
to exploit openings and pick up clues in semi sbu~ interviews which would not have 
been uncove1td by professional survey interviewers who were ttying to code responses 
according to predete1•nined catego1ies (1991: 280-281). 

There is little doubt that each of these arguments provide an explanation about the 
divergent findings regarding the extent of change in British industrial relations during the 
1980s. However, it may well be that the task of providing a~ universal description of any 
system of industrial relations is misguided, and that comparative texts downplay significant 
diffemnces between workplaces in order to arrive at soa1re nationany consistent picture. There 
are at Jea•t tb•ee sets of reasons why the task is misguided, especially in the context of tbe 
British system. 

First of all, the backcloth or contextual factots provide no IDOie than a potential or 
oppm tunity for change, of which enrployers may or may not choose to take advantage. It has 
been the case in Britain that, although there have been substantial legal changes, many 
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employers have not chosen to take full advantage of these when dealing with ·trade unions 
(Towers, 1989: 171).. Many employers have no desire to undetmine trade unions, for a whole 
variety of reasons - for example, they .may feel that unions represent a useful channel through 
which to deal with coll~ective affairs - and even if they do have the desire to undeuoine or 
weaken trade unions, they may not hav~e the ability to so do (Marchington and Parker, 1990: 
25-26). The limited number of examples where employers hav·e taken out injunctions against 
trade unions, or have chosen to dismiss their ~entire workforce during an industrial dispute 
shows the limited use of such legal rights in practice. 

The second reason why the task is misguided is that the assumption of change implies 
that not only do we know how to describe British industrial relations in the early 1990s, but 
also where this stood in 1979. Neither of these is an easy task due to the quality of evidence 
available for either period, especially the latter. More seriously however, the idea of 
fundamental change under 'Thatcherism assumes that there have been adjustments from a 
system which was characterised by strong trade union organisation, large workplaces, 
forrna1ised management techniques, and a history of industrial action. 'This may well have 
been a semi-accurate description of some parts of manufacturing industry as well as the public 
sector in 1979, but it had little meaning and relevance in the context of small businesses and 
employers in the private service sector. Just because the majority of research in industrial 
relations was conducted in manufacturing (and to a lesser extent in the public sector), this 
should not be taken as evidence that these workplaces were typical of all employment in the 
UK. This undue emphasis on the manufacturing paradigm has become even more problematic 
given the sectoral shifts in the economy as well as the fact that many employees now have 
experience of working only in small organisations or in the private service sector. Under this 
reasoning, therefore, we have to be very careful about attributing changes in the overall 
character of industrial relations to change in specific workplaces, when in fact the aggregate 
adjustments may be due to sectoral change. 

Third, we need to consider the extremely decentralised nature of the British system 
of industrial relations. As Beaumont (1990: 35) indicates on the basis of a number of studi·es, 
the degree of centralisation in Britain is much lower than in many other countries; on average, 
Britain comes about thfee quarters down the list in te1ms of centralisation, and only a few 
other countries are about the same or more decentralised (the USA, Canada, Italy and France). 
This high degree of decentralisation means that a whole variety of patterns of industrial 
relations can be in .existence given the relative lack of pfominence of national institutions. 
This has always been true in Britain but has become even more prominent due to the 
deregulatory practices and individualist ideology of the Thatcher Government which have 
promoted a funher fragmentation of the system. Taking collective bargai.Jllng as an example, 
what is apparent from all the surveys is that this is conducted increasingly on a single 
employer only basis, but within that bargaining may take place at corporate, divisional, 
establishment or even sectional level (Purcell, 1991: 41). 

Pr~evious typologies of industrial relations 

As indicated in the introduction to this article, a more fruitful way forward is to 
deconstruct the idea of a unified national system and instead build up a series of ideal types. 
There have been a number of attempts to do this, both in the UK and in Australia over the 
last few years. Broadly, these take one of three different fonns. First there are typologies 
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which are based around management's approach to industrial relations of which the best 
known is Purcell and Sisson (1983, 1987). This has been adapted and modified by 
Marchington and Parker (1'990) who have suggested 'that, whilst the idea of management style 
makes some sense, the dimensions on which the differentiation is based are in need of some 
refinement. However, both of these approaches have been criticised for combining procedural 
and substantive factors on the same dimension; for example the major difference between the 
consultative and the constitutional style has to do with attitudes, whereas other styles are 
differentiated by the existence and use of procedures (Marchington and Harrison, 1991). 
Other writers have also attempted to construct typologies of industrial relations strategy 
(Thurley and Wood, 1983) or management style (Thomason, 1984), but both of these come 
in for criticism on the grounds of their highly generalised nature or the detenuinistic links 
which are suggested between product markets and the management of people. 

The second approach can be found in the work of Paul Edwards (1986) who, though 
explicitly rejecting the whole notion of typologies, nevertheless constructs his own patterns 
of industrial relations which are based upon an assessment of worker/employee approaches 
and organisation, as opposed to those which focus on management. This differentiates 
between workplaces on the basis of whether or not employees have a militant or an 
acquiescent orientation to their employer, the degtee to which an individual or collectivist 
orientation exists, and the extent to which a collective orientation has been translated into a 
collective organisation (p .. 226). 

Third, a number of authors have tried to construct ·typologies which are based on a 
combination of parties and factors. For example, Fox (1974) proposes six patterns of 
management- employee relations by applying (albeit rather loosely) the unitary- pluralistic 
distinction to both management and employee views. Prior to his work with Sisson, Pmcell 
(1981) developed an alternative classification based upon the notion of high or low trust and 
high or low fonualisation (that is, the intetaction between the parties) in order to produce four 
ideal types, but he does not appear to make use of this in subsequent publications. Anthony 
(1977) uses two dimensions - the strength or weakness of employee organisation, and the 
dependence{mdependence of the employer on/from national procedures, and this provides for 
the possibility of up to ten patterns of industrial relations. Unfonunately, these are not 
developed in any detail in his book, nor does he ground them with reference to particular 
types of organisations. More recently, in Australia, Littler et al. (1989) have adapted 
Anthony's ideas to their own national context in order to produce five ideal types, and they 
have gone much further by providing examples and discussing the dynamics of typologies. 
An alternative Australian categorisation can be found in ~Callus et al. (1991) - labelled 
"workplace 'types" - and this is based on a combination of three sets of factors (the extent 
of employee organisation, the way management structures its relations with ~employ~ees, and 
the presence or absence of collective bargaining) which also produces five ideal types. These 
are different from the Littler et al. categorisation, and there has been some debate about the 
relative merits of each approach, as well as the foundations on which each of these are based 
(see, for example, Zappala (1990), Littler et al., (1990), Kitay, forthcoming),. 

Each of these various attempts to construct typologies ,differs in the degree to which 
the categories and dimensions are described. Some (for example, Anthony) merely produce 
a set of ideal types with no attempt to Justify why these dimensions should be used; nor do 
they provide examples of their usage. Others (for ~example Purcell, 1981) describe the 
dimensions in great detail and provide a lengthy analysis of the cases. But, what none of 
these do with any rigour is explain why they have opted for their chosen dimension; nor do 
they justify their use as opposed to any other available dimension. 
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Following a review of the previous attempts at typologies, it seems appropriate to 
differentiate between workplaces on the basis of three dimensions in order to produce a 
number of patterns of industrial relations. 

The frrst of these is management organisation, and this refers to the industrial relations 
and personnel structllfes, policies and procedures of employers, and the degree to which their 
approach to employees is foiinalised and/or takes into account new ideas and ~echniques. 
This can tend towards a higher level or lower level. Second, we can differentiate on the 
grounds of worker organisation. A workplace whelie employ~ees are well organised would 
typically involve a high degree of shop stewafd contacts and networks, and an interest in the 
activities of the union being shown by its members. In some cases a u~ion may be present 
but it may play a relatively minor role within the workplace. In yet others, there may be no 
union presence whatsoever. Again, we can difierentiate between workplaces on the basis of 
high or low worker organisation. Third, we can focus on the interaction between the parties, 
and their attitudes to one another, and this tak~es in notions of 'trust' (Purcell, 1981). It can 
vary from the broadly positive to the broadly negative. In the case of the fo1n1er, 
management would typically regan! employees as an important and valued resource, whilst 
employees would see their employer in a more positive as opposed to a negative light. In the 
case of a negative interaction, the relationships would tend to be more strained, not only 
between trade unions and employ~ers but also between individual ·managers and their staff. 

In the next section, on the basis of differentiation, five ~diffe~ent patterns of industrial 
relations are described, and this incorporates a number of developments which have taken 
place over the course of the last decade. The five patterns are outlined in Figure 1 below. 

Before analysing these in more detail however, two further points need to be clarified. 
First, each of the dimensions dif£erentiates between employers in a way which is ~eflective 
of tendencies rather than absolute differences. For exampl~e, when we talk about interactions 
between employers and employees being broadly positive, this is not to deny that employers 
regard employees as a cost as well as viewing them as a resomce. Similarly, when the 
interaction is seen as broadly negative, this is not to say that there are not positive features 
of the relationship but that it tends towards a more negative and adversarial relationship. The 
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same kind of cautions need to apply when assessing the characteristics of management and 
worker organisation. Second, when focusing on the workplace there is a danger that the 
wider context in which industrial relations is conducted appears to be ignored. Just because 
there is not a separate category for "the state", for example, does not mean that its influence 
is unimponant. On the contrary, each of the other dimensions implicitly incorporates 
elements from outside the ·workplace. This is most apparent in relation to interaction between 
employer and employees, but both management and worker organisation are ~clearly influenced 
by the wider context - for example, in the development of fottnal disciplinary procedures, the 
extent of trade union recognition, or the degree of union consciousness amongst employees. 

Patterns of industrial relations in Britain 

a) "New"' industrial relations 

This pattern of industrial relations is one which has been typical of many manufacturing 
companies in the private sector, especially those which underwent a significant transfotmation 
in their competitive environment in the late 1970s and early 1980s. This is especially 
characteristic of indusnies such as chemi,cals and certain pans of the engineering industry 
which produce high quality goods. Companies in this area tend to compete in international 
markets, often manufacturing high quality products on a world wide basis. During the 1980s 
the market has become more competitive and also more internationally focused. Often these 
establishments are part of larger multinational corporations. 

Management in this environment has been well organised for a number of years, and 
personnel and industrial Jielations procedures are highly structured. There would tend to be 
a number of personnel specialists in the organisation, often at cotporate and ~establishment 
level. These are also the kind of organisations where sophisticated selection techniques, 
perloirnance related pay, appraisal, and extensive training have become apparent during the 
course of the 1980s. Although they were always well organised in management tetms, they 
have now become even further advanced and are very much at the forefront of new initiatives 
and new developments. It is also the kind of organisation where there may be a personnel 
or industrial relations presence on the board or top level management committees. 

Just as management has been well organised, so too are workers. Shop steward 
organisation would be ,extensiv·e and there would be networks of communication and 
committees between different trade unions at the workplace. They are now less likely to have 
full time shop stewards than was the case in the early 1980s, and some of these organisations 
will have reduced the number of rep~esentatives as w~ell as the amount of time which they 
devote to union duties.. There will still be a high level of union membership, but this is an 
area in which the interest in trade unions appears to be declining - perhaps in response to 
management's structured attempts at improving employee relations. 

These are the organisations where relationships between management and employees 
have been improved over the course of the decade. ln~eractions are now more likely to be 
based on high trust between the parties, cooperation, and the attempt to establish integrative 
relations between management and employees. Depending upon the industry, some of these 
organisations would have experienced sizeable industrial relations problems - especially 
through industrial action -in the late 1970s. but the cutbacks of the early 1980s have led to 
a restructuring of relations between employers and trade unions. Typical new initiatives may 
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include single table bargaining, singe unionism, and considerable developments in employee 
involvement - especially of a direct fotrn. In addition, these are the organisations where 
teamworking is more likely to have emerged. 

b) "Old"' industrial relations 

This pattern of industrial relations is now more typical amongst public sector 
organisations than it is within the private sector. The context over the 1980s has been one 
where there have been government constraints on spending via the imposition of targets and 
limits on expenditure. In addition, this has often been associated with contracting - out of 
certain services. At the same time, there has been an ~expectation that these organisations 
should become more customer oriented, and there has been a big push towards greater care 
for consumers. 

As with the previous pattern, management has traditionally been well structured, in the 
case of public service organisations for ~example, since the ~early 1970s. Procedures are 
extensive and industrial relations is highly formalised. Personnel specialists are evident 
thfoughout the organisation and there have been moves in recent years towCl!fds more 
sophisticated selection procedures, though perhaps not as advanced as in the previous pattern. 
Equal opportunities is likely to be an issue high on the agenda in these organisations. 'The 
whole flavour of these organisations is one of highly foxn1alised management approaches to 
industrial relations .. 

In a similar vein, workers are also highly organised, and this has been the sector in 
which there has continued to be growth in the number of full-rime shop stewards. Union 
membership has remained at a high level in the public sector, although there has been some 
fragmentation of unions especially at senior levels in local authorities. Compared with other 
sectors, members remain more interested in the activities of their unions, but this would also 
appear to be on the decline as employers engage in more attempts to involve and integrnte 
employees. 

This is the area in which felations between the parties have ~deteriorated most during the 
course of the last ten years. In the late 1970s, the public sector was renowned for the quality 
of relationships between employer and employee, and the notion that the state was "a model 
employer". During the 1980s the relationship has become increasingly strained, largely due 
to constraints on spending and also the centralised structure of the industrial relations 
procedures. It is the sector in which there has been the most serious and long-running strikes, 
and relations have been characterised by a lack of trust This is reinforced by a 
constitutionaVanns length relationship between the parties. Employee involvement can be 
observed in this sector but it is more likely to be formal and based upon collective 
institutions.. Collective bargaining is still conducted at national level, at least in tetms of 
setting the main structures and practices, although there is a move towards local bargaining 
especially over areas connected with flexibility, work organisation, and supplementary 
payments. 

c) Employee relations 

This pattern would be 'typical of much of the private services sector, and within that is 
probably most clearly seen within large food retailers. The context is one in which 
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competition has increased between the major players during the 1980s, but there has also been 
a significant concentration of ownership within these industries, and an increase in market 
share for the top few companies. Increasingly, goods are being sold on the basis of quality, 
as opposed to price, and as yet there has been little foreign intervention in this industry. 
Clearly, this varies betw,een different parts of the sector, but - in food retailing for example 
- the vast majority of market share is still held by British owned organisations.. Also, during 
the 1980s, this was the sector which experienced continued market growth both in tetms of 
overall market size and in tet1ns of employment, although some pans of the sector (for 
example fmance) began to suffer employment losses in 1990. 

It is within this sector that management has become much more structured in tetms of 
its approach towards industrial relations (often referred to as ~employee relations) over the last 
decade. Procedures are now much more ,extensive than they were a decade ago, and many 
more personnel specialists are employed, often at head office. Establishments in some parts 
of the sector are becoming much larger as well. Selection p!iocedures for certain 
occupational groups (especially managers) have become more sophisticated, although high 
levels of labour turnover make this rather more problematic in certain areas (for example, 
sales floor and check. out staff). Training has also developed over the course of the 1980s but 
this tends to be prescriptive and orientated towards strict confonuance with best practice; this 
is especially apparent in the area of ~customer care. 

Work~er organisation is much less developed. The typical caricature of a private service 
sector organisation would be one in which there is no or v~ery little union organisation. 
However, there are a number of companies where union membership has grown to quite high 
levels during the last decade; for example at two of the largest food retailers, union density 
is now of the order of 70% following reco.gnition agreements in the latter part of the 1970s. 
However, despite the overallleve1 of unionisation, there is little development at the workplace 
and the unions find it difficult to recruit sufficient shop stewanis to develop this more 
effectively. ~Often there are vacancies for shop stewards, and the people who actually hold 
these positions may be lacking in experience and length of service. These are the kind of 
organisations where union consciousness is low, and unions are no real impediment to 
employers .. 

Relationships between the parties have generally been much less adversarial than in the 
manufacturing or public sectors, and historically there was a large element of informality at 
establishment level. During the 1980s, as we have already no~ed, management has become 
more structured, and in addition wages and conditions have improved over the course of the 
decade. 'The largest food retailers have now withdrawn from the National Employers' 
Association, and conduct their own bargaining as single employers. There are a number of 
attempts to develop employee involvement and communications, and there is also evidence 
of a growth in profit sharing and share ownership in this sector. 

d) Human relations 

This has been yet another major growth area in the economy, and it relates to small -
often single establishment - organisations which have become much more important during 
the course of the previous decade. Their position has 'been helped by the practice of larger 
fmns subcontracting more activities to other employers, as well as the sectoral shifts in the 
British economy. As with the previous patterns, the context is one of increasing quality, and 
this is seen especially in organisations such as marketing agencies, fmns of solicitors or 
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accountants, and organisations which specialise in high quality engineering or other activities. 
The management of industrial relations in this sector is still relatively unstructured and 

infotmal, and there are very few personnel specialists, even in the case of multi-establishment 
organisations. The aim is for long service and high quality employees who remain with the 
employer for quite a few years. Although for the most part selection will still be conducted 
on an infotrnal basis, there is evidence that more sophisticated p~ocedures are being used by 
these employers. In this sector, it is very unlikely that there will be any union organisation, 
partly because of the sire of firms but also because of the kind of people who work for these 
organisations. 

The relationships between the parties tend to be harmonious and cooperative, and 
employers are heavily reliant on ensuring that they retain good quality staff. This gives an 
incentive to achieve close working relationships and this can be seen through task:foroes and 
teamworking, as well as in relatively open networks between managers and their staffs. 

e) Sweatshop/direct control 

The pattern of industrial relations seen in this sector is one which has hardly changed 
at all during the 1980s and is probably typified by Purcell and Sisson's category of 
traditional/ authoritarian management style.. In these industries, there is likely to be intense 
competition, but usually on the basis of price rather than quality. Depending upon the sector, 
competition is mainly between ·uK companies, although in manufacturing there is now 
increasing pressure from overseas organisations (especially in the newly industrialising 
countries in the Pacific rim) which is putting yet more pressure on employers. 

Neither management nor workers have much in the way of fotmal organisation. It 
would be very unlik~ely that the company - often family owned - would have any personnel 
specialists, and it may well be that one individual member of management has responsibility 
for overseeing the people aspects of the business. The approach adopted by management 
would be infotrnal, but tough. Union membership and organisation would be highly unlik!ely 
in this pattern of industrial relations, and employers would work very hard to ensure that 
unions were kept out - often through fear tactics .. 

'The relations between parties may have on occasion a veneer of benevolence or 
paternalism, especially during the good or buoyant times, but this would mask a tougher 
approach which underlies this. Low wages, long hours, and poor working conditions would 
be characteristic of this pattern of industrial ~elations, and employers may seek to pay at or 
below any legal requirements. Both parties would have a calculative attitude to work, and 
many of the people who are employed would be part-timers, students, or overseas workers 
who are employed on a temporary basis. During the 1980s the approach adopted by these 
employers would have 11emained impervious to changes ~elsewhere, and these ~employers would 
be unawa~e of or highly dubious about the more sophisticated patterns which we have 
analysed above. 
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Conclusions 

The key point to emerge from this analysis is that it is very difficult to paint a single 
picture of British industrial relations. Rather, we can suggest that there have been several 
strands or patterns which have emerged and been sustained during the course of the 1980s, 
and there are distinct differences between each of these. For example, there is so much 
difference between the first category outlined (New Industrial Relations) and the final 
(Sweatshop/Direct Control) that these could be on different planets let alone different parts 
of the same country. The key point is that it is difficult, especially in the context of the UK 
with its emphasis on deregulation and decentralisation, to paint an all-embracing picture of 
British industrial relations. 

Although it is beyond the scope of this paper, we need cl~early to move beyond the level 
of description outlined above, and try to pinpoint reasons why there may be differences in 
industrial relations between different workplaces. Previous work undertaken by the author 
(see Marchington and Parker, 1990, for example) has focused on the role of both product and 
labour markets and the way in which management interpret these in order to choose an 
appropriate style. 

There are also a number of implications which emerge from this analysis. First of all, 
it leads one to question the value of comparative industrial relations texts which describe a 
country in a univ,ersal or all-embrncing manner. The recent A WIRS attempt to derive 
"workplace types" shows that, even in the context of a more centralised economy than Britain, 
it is difficult to propose one style which would be representative of all workplaces. The 
second implication is that w,e need a review and critique of the different typologies of 
industrial relationsy and this will be the subject of a future publication by Kitay/Marchington. 
Finally, we also need to reiterate the value of qualitative - as opposed to quantitative -
research approaches in order to tease out the intricacies and sensitivities of workplace 
industrial relations. Surveys are very valuable in order to provide a snapshot of industrial 
relations at any point in time, but we also need to explore the way in which detailed pmctices 
are worked out within individual ,establishments. Hopefully, although a fairly bfoad-brush 
approach has been adopted, the analysis presented here will provide a grea~er understanding 
of the diversity of industrial relations in Great Britain. 
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